August 8, 2016

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ARMED ROBBERY SUSPECT WANTED – UPDATE
Update 08-07-16
The individual in the attached photographs, KEITH WILLIAMS 44 years old, is responsible for around a dozen
robberies and numerous thefts in the Baton Rouge area. WILLIAMS has recently shaved his head and face in
attempts to alter his identity. A few of the latest robberies that WILLIAMS committed resulted in violence. In
one robbery he pepper sprayed the clerk. In another robbery he struck the clerk in the head with a hammer.
Neither of the two injuries is considered to be life threatening at this time.
WILLIAMS should be considered armed and dangerous.
Investigators believe that WILLIAMS is wearing wigs along with ladies clothing in between robbery attempts so
he goes unrecognized.
Anyone with any information concerning the whereabouts of WILLIAMS is urged to contact the Armed Robbery
Division at 389-3845 or Crime Stoppers at 344-7867.
Original 08-01-16
Baton Rouge Police Detectives are investigating an armed robbery of the Circle K, 5377 Highland Road that
occurred on July 31, 2016 around 11:00am.
The male suspect in the attached photographs identified as Keith Williams, 44 years of age, approached the
front counter with merchandise posing as a customer. The suspect then showed the employee a gun in his
waistband and demanded merchandise. After obtaining an undisclosed amount of merchandise the suspect
left on foot.
There were no reported injuries.
Investigators believe that the suspect may be responsible for other robberies in the Baton Rouge area. It is
also believed that the female in the photograph is responsible for assisting with the robberies.
Anyone with any information on the identity of the suspects is urged to contact the Armed Robbery Division at
389-3845 or Crime Stoppers at 344-7867.
Sgt. Don Coppola Jr
Office of the Chief of Police
BRPD Public Information Office
(225)389-3948
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